We are inspecting for you.
Because inspected quality is the most important.

Family Business – since 1985

We are the leading service provider in Europe for non-destructive material Testing. In our premises we mainly test casting and forged parts from our customers.

We provide quality assurance for the Automotive, Aviation, Rail Transport, Semi-Conductor, and Electronics Industry as well as many other Industry sectors. As an extended workbench for your production, we help you to sustain a high quality standard and improve on it. Our test results can be used immediately to improve your manufacturing processes.

We are realising your inspection tasks rapidly and flexibly – from the testing of a prototype through to mass production with a total capacity of more than 40,000 parts per day.

Our authorized BMB testing standard provides you the decisive edge to stay unbent in spite of sudden quality problems.

We are realising your inspection tasks rapidly and flexibly.

We use all available test methods to test from prototypes to mass production.

We are certified in ISO 9001 and VDA 6.1

We know the standard of the future, take advantage of our active participation in the European committees by our Chairman.

Penetrant Testing (PT)
Radiographic Testing (RT-S | RT-A | RT-µ | RT-D | RT-F)
Computer Tomography (inline CT | µCT | nanoCT)
Visual Testing (VT)  [Endoscopy | Microscopy]
Ultra Sonic Testing (US)
Eddy current Testing (ET)
Hardness Testing (HT)
Magnetic Testing (MT)
Thermography (TT)
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**Zero-failure production?**

*We will support you along the way*

**Non-Destructive Material Testing:** All methods available.

**Quality Assurance:** Predominately in the Automotive industry 24 hours / 365 days a year.

**Benefit from our testing:** More success and feedback, fewer complaints.

**From the prototype to mass production** more than 44,000 parts per day.

**Biggest service provider capacity in Europe**

**Feedback on test results** – we support you with our touch screen system and online documents as your extended workbench.

**X-ray equipment service:** Maintenance | Components | Repair | Upgrades | Purchase | Sale of complete X-ray systems.

**Consulting:** Training | Audits | Project Management.

**Inspection Cell Inline:** Integrated on-site your plant.

---

**Our testing methods**

Your customers expect 100% quality, we support you ...  

- Penetrant Testing (PT)  
- Radiographic Testing (RT-S | RT-A | RT-µ | RT-D | RT-F)  
- Computer Tomography (inline CT | µCT | nanoCT)  
- Visual Testing (VT) | [Endoscopy | Microscopy]  
- Ultra Sonic Testing (US)  
- Eddy current Testing (ET)  
- Hardness Testing (HT)  
- Magnetic Testing (MT)  
- Thermography (TT)

---

**Our services**  

On-site inspection | training of inspectors | Documentation | Assembly | Cleaning of parts | Transportation | Heat treatment | Machining

---

**BMB Inspection**  

**CONDUCTED IN GERMANY**

---

**Geprüfte Sicherheit** www.bmb-ndt.de
Visit us, it is worthwhile

Plant 1
Wannenackerstraße 63/1
D-74078 Heilbronn
Tel.: +49 (0) 7131 - 20 100 0
Fax: +49 (0) 7131 - 20 100 25

Plant 2
Daimlerstraße 1
D-74252 Massenbachhausen
Tel.: +49 (0) 7138 - 92 05 64
Fax: +49 (0) 7138 - 92 05 66

Plant 3
Inline ae group ag
Am Kreuzweg 1
D-99834 Gerstungen

Plant 4
Inline Buderus Guss GmbH
Buderusstraße 26
D-35236 Breidenbach

Plant 5
Inline Finoba Automotive GmbH
Großenritter Straße 25
D-34225 Baunatal

Project office Munich

www.bmb-ndt.de

Because of our inline Computertomography with a scanning speed of 40 seconds we are stand for quality and security in the automotive Industry. We provide competitive ability by securing the quality of your parts and inspect them, certified according to the most actual standards, with high speed.

Our customers appreciate flexibility and quickness: We are available to you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.